
4.1 CROXLEY VIADUCT

The main justification for the spans (lengthening them in most cases) was to span both the river tributaries on the eastern side of the viaduct to
avoid placing a pier in the middle of a natural habitat, infringing on open environmental spaces. Also, avoiding placing a pier in the middle of the
roadway median so that during engineering hours when the replacement bored piles, in-situ pile caps, and in-situ piers are cast, they will not
infringe as much on social environmental factors as civilians will not be forced to drive their automobiles right next to a 5-8 meter high concrete
pier.

The choice to use precast pre-stressed concrete Box Girders came down to durability as concrete girder Life Spans are nearly twice that of steel,
and thus maintenance costs will sharply decrease. Even though this is a fourth rail system, stray current is inevitable but will have less effect of
corrosion on a concrete structure with reinforcement steel than that of a steel box girder.
Only fixed Piers to Girder connections will be placed in the middle of the Viaduct (Pier 4 to 5 and Pier 5 to 6) to account for deceleration forces
and to make sure that the forces do not extend longer than they need to along the viaduct– thus the lengthening of piles to 25 meters on the
central piers (4, 5, and 6) to counteract those forces in the middle section. For the other piers, expansion joints will be implemented to allow
movement for expansion and contraction, and to account for inevitable creep in the concrete.
The Maximum radius of curvature on the viaduct is 300 meters and the Maximum speed is 75 km/h and Concrete Box Girders are structurally
sound in Torsion.

The Aesthetics have been met; A uniformity of material and representation of “form follows function” that does not impede on the surroundings,
or yell out for attention, but stands solid, its lines performing a structural duty.

4.1.1 Scheme Overview 

Vertical pipes collect drainage then run into the horizontal pipes 
running at 2% grade towards the lower piers and eventually 
Cassiobridge station to be properly processed 

Horizontal pipes running 
under 
gravity to Cassiobridge 
Station

Vertical pipes run along the 
middle of the 2% inner sloping 
deck every 100m for drainage 

upvc pipe 
(vertical)

Expansion joints placed in-between each 
successive box girder to account expansion 
and contraction Manhole cover every 100m along the centre 

of the deck to cut down the duration of 
maintenance time inside the concrete box 
girder

4.1.2 Pier Location 

4.1.4 Expansion and Contraction Joint

4.1.3 Track Drainage

Figure 4.1 Pier Location 
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Figure 4.2 Expansion and Contraction Joint 

Figure 4.3 Drainage



4.1.5 Piles at Midspan

4.1.6 Deck Cross-section

4.1.7 Construction Plan

4.1.8 Kinematic Envelope
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